INTRODUCTION
In 1989 Gordon and Luecke proved that knots are determined by their complements, using the technique of Dehn surgrey. Since then, the question whether or not a knot in a general manifold allows a nontrivial Dehn surgery which leads back to the same manifold has received some attention (e.g. [1, 3, 7, 8, 12] ). This paper answers the question for a class of sufficiently simple knots in three-dimensional projective space by using arguments on graphs similar to those in Gordons and Lueckes argument [9] . Some results on the way are valid for knots in general lens spaces.
Let X be a closed connected compact 3-manifold and k a knot in X. Let N(k) be a regular neighbourhood of k in X and a simple closed curve in the boundary of N(k). We name X(k, ) the manifold obtained by removing N(k) from X and glueing it back such that bounds a disk in N(k) (see e.g. [11] ). The core of the attached solid torus in X(k, ), is called k ? . We will not distinguish between a curve and its homology class. Let m be a meridian and l a longitude of the trivial knot 0 in S. The manifold S(0 , pm#ql) is the lens space¸(p, q). By a knot in¸(p, q) we understand a class of images of embeddings of S into¸(p, q) modulo homeomorphism of¸(p, q). Let » 6» be a Heegaard splitting of genus 1 of¸(p, q). According to [2] , it is uniquely determined. The cores of » and » are called the axes of¸(p, q). Without loss of generality, we can suppose that any knot k in¸(p, q) lies entirely in » . The winding number u » (k) is the algebraic intersection number of k with a meridian disk of » . It depends on the representation of k, while its order in 9 N is an invariant of the knot. The geometric intersection number of k with a meridian disk of » is called the wrapping number w » (k). The global wrapping number w(k) is defined to be the minimum of the wrapping numbers of all representations of k.
The trivial knots in¸(p, q) are the axes and the uniquely determined knot which bounds a disk. Throughout the paper, stands for a meridian of the knot in question, and : signifies homeomorphic.
The main result of the paper is the following:
THEOREM 0.1.¸et kLP a knot with winding number w(k)"2. ¹hen P(k, ): / P for all curves O .
In Section 1, the Gordon and Luecke theorem, Gabai's theorem about knots in solid tori and a theorem of Matignon are applied to the situation in lens spaces. The results will be used in the proof of Theorem 0.1. In Section 2, the tools used by Gordon and Luecke are adjusted to the situation in lens spaces, where nonorientable surfaces are used instead of 2-spheres, and Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 0.1.
APPLICATION OF FORMER RESULTS TO KNOTS IN S

3
(p, q) is universally covered by S. Let pr be the covering map. Then k "pr\(k) is a link in S. Its number of components is the greatest common divisor of p and u » (k). The Gordon and Luecke result was the following: THEOREM 1.1 (Gordon and Luecke [9] ).¸et k be a nontrivial knot in S. ¹hen, for all curves O , S(k, ) is not homeomorphic to S.
Applying this result to covering links k which are nontrivial knots yields the following result:
Proof. Let k be a nontrivial knot. Suppose there is a curve O such that¸(p, q)(k, ) is homeomorphic to¸(p, q). We abbreviate u » (k) by u. Let m be a meridian and l a longitude of » as above. Let be a longitude of k with &ul. Then we have
:1l, m, , " pl#qm"0, " #b "0, m"u , "ul2 :1l, " pl#qu "0, a #bul"02
As k has only one component, p and u are relatively prime. Hence, p is a divisor of u » ( ), i.e. is null-homologous. Then the induced covering pr ?
:
is unbranched, and hence S(k , J ):S. According to Theorem 1.1, 
is a 3-sphere, and ¼ is the lens space. According to [14] , the surgery core k ?
is in this case the sum of an axis of ¼ and a torus knot in S. If this torus is nontrivial, pr\(k ? ) is a nontrivial knot, too. Then Proposition 1.2 implies that¸(p, q)(k, ): /¸(p, q), contradicting the assumption. If the torus knot is trivial, pr\(k ? ) is trivial, too. Then k ? must be an axis of (p, q), as well as k. But then k is not a satellite knot.
Case 3: (D;S)(k, ) is boundary-incompressible. Then *(D;S)(k, ) is incompressible in the whole of¸(p, q)(k, ). Such a torus does not exist in¸(p, q).
) THEOREM 1.6 (Matignon [10] ).¸et k be a knot in¸(2, 1)"P such that P!N(k) is irreducible and boundary-incompressible. If both P(k, ) and P(k, ) contain a projective plane, then the minimal geometric intersection number ( , ) is at most one.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE GRAPHS
Suppose that¸(p, q) (k, ):¸(p, q) for some O . Let P and Q be two compact connected surfaces embedded in¸(p, q)!N(k) such that *P consists of copies of while *Q consists of copies of . We can suppose that P and Q intersect transversally. By capping off the boundary components with disks, we get closed surfaces P K and Q K . These disks form the ''fat'' vertices of a pair of graphs G . LP K and G / LQ K , whose edges are formed by the arc components of P5Q. By numbering the boundary components of P by +1 . , 2 , p . , and those of Q by +1 / , 2 , q / , in the order in which they appear on *(¸(p, q)!N(k)), we define labels for the vertices and for the ends of the edges in the two graphs. A cycle is a simply closed sequence of edges and vertices in G . or G / . The number of edges in a cycle is denoted by " ".
Gordon and Luecke defined a parity for the vertices which plays an important role in their proof. They could only define it the way they did because their surfaces, which were 2-spheres, were orientable. To circumnavigate the problem when dealing with nonorientable surfaces, we define a parity for the edges instead of the vertices: Definition 2.1 (¹eragaito [15] The analogous definitions are used for edges in G . .
With these notions, we get a more general version of Gordons and Lueckes parity rule which holds for all edges except those which join a vertex to itself both in G .
and in G / . Such edges do not exist if ( , )"1. Therefore we assume from now on that ( , )"1. In the case of P, we do not lose generality by doing so according to Theorem 1.8.
We can also redefine the important notion of a Scharlemann cycle:
is a cycle with the following properties:
(a) all edges in are positive (b) there is an orientation of such that the rear ends of all edges in carry the same label (c) bounds a disk in P!Q (resp. Q!P).
If Q K is a separating sphere in X and G . contains a Scharlemann cycle , then the component of X!Q K which contains the disk bounded by contains a punctured lens space of order " ". Hence, if Q K bounds a 3-ball, G . cannot contain a Scharlemann cycle of length " "*2 which bounds a disk that lies in this 3-ball. This will be used in the proof of Theorem 0.1. It has originally been shown by Scharlemann [13] and plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and its predecessor, the Cyclic Surgery Theorem [6] . In the case of lens spaces, though, it cannot be applied directly, as nonorientable surfaces in lens spaces do not separate. To solve this problem, we define a second pair of graphs:
For Q K L¸(r, s), let N(Q K ):Q K ; J I be a regular neighbourhood of Q K in¸(r, s) and Q I "*N(Q K ). Then Q I is a closed orientable surface which is a double cover of Q K . Let pr / be the covering projection. The analogous definitions are used for P K . Construct a pair of graphs G I P "G P I LP I and G I Q "G Q I LQ I as above. Let d be a map on a graph which replaces each edge by two parallel edges. Then we have
As P I and Q I are orientable, their vertices have a globally defined parity. In the following, we restrict ourselves to the lens space¸(2, 1):P. The surfaces P K and Q K are chosen to be projective planes. Then P I and Q I are 2-spheres, and the component of P!P I resp. P!Q I which does not contain P K resp. Q K is a 3-ball. It is assumed that the knot in question cannot be embedded in this 3-ball, that is, P!k is irreducible. Otherwise, it can be dealt with directly by using the Gordon-Luecke result. The first section of [9] is dedicated to the proof that the 2-spheres P K and Q K can be chosen such that no arc in P5Q is boundary-parallel in either P or Q. The analogous assertion for P can be proved more easily by a minimality argument, as any representation of the knots in question intersects any embedded projective plane.
LEMMA 3.1. If P!k is irreducible, then P K and Q K can be chosen such that no arc in P5Q is boundary-parallel in either P or Q.
Proof. Choose Q K and P K such that their intersection number with k resp. k ? is minimal. Perform local isotopies on P and Q such that they are transversal to each other and such that the intersection number between any curve in *P and any curve in *Q is minimal. With these surfaces, construct G . and G / . Suppose that there is an arc e in P5Q which is boundary-parallel in Q. As we assumed ( , )"1, the edge e joins different vertices x and y in G . . It is sign / e"# and therefore by the parity rule sign . e"!. Then k ? can be isotoped along the disk bounded by e to reduce its intersection number with P K by two; see Fig. 1 . This contradicts the assumption that the intersection number is already minimal.
)
From now on, we restrict ourselves to knots in P with the global winding number 2. This implies that G / has only two vertices, which in the following are labelled A and B, and that every vertex in G . is included in exactly one cycle. Every edge in G / joins the two vertices A and B, because otherwise there would necessarily be a boundary-parallel arc in G / which contradicts Lemma 3.1. The assumption ( , )"1 implies that every one of the labels +1, 2 , p, in G . appears as the label of the end of an edge exactly once at every vertex of G / . Let be the permutation on +1, 2 , p, with (i)"j if there is an edge in G / which has the label i at the vertex A and the label j at the vertex B.
Any two positive edges in G / together with the vertices A and B bound a disk in Q K . Any edge within this disk is positive as well. Therefore, all labels at the ends of positive edges at A appear consecutively in the cyclically ordered sample (1, 2 , p) . Number the vertices of G . such that the ends of positive edges at A carry the labels 1, 2 , n.
is not minimal.
LEMMA 3.2.¸et LG I . be a cycle which contains as many positive as negative vertices and which bounds a disk in P I !G I .
lying in the 3-ball component of P!Q I . ¹hen " ""2.
Proof. Let E be the disk in P I !G I . which is bounded by . 6R . The component of P!F which contains E is
Let M be the manifold obtained by capping off the boundary of
by another 3-ball. Then M is a 3-sphere. Let
for some i > 3 , it does so for all j > 3 , and for all j \ 3 , the arc *E5j
] appear equally often in *E, namely " "/2 times each. Therefore, the curve *E runs in » exactly " "/2 times from A \ to B > across the handle R and " "/2 times from B \ to A > across the handle R , while the other arcs in *E lie in *N(Q); see Fig. 2 . (The figure shows the special case of only two negative edges, see Lemma 3.5.) Hence, we have
The boundary of N is a torus because, on the one hand, its Euler characteristic is (*N)" (*» )#2"0 and on the other, *N is connected, as *E is not null-homologous in *». Let X"M!N. Then N6X"M, and K"N5X"*N. As these spaces are CW spaces, they have a Mayer Vietoris sequence:
Hence,
which implies " ""2. )
contains an orientation-preserving cycle.
Proof. G . contains at most one orientation-reversing cycle, as any two Mo¨bius strips in P intersect, but different cycles cannot intersect if only two edges intersect with every 940 A. Christensen vertex. Suppose there is no orientation-preserving cycle. Then all the vertices in G . lie in one orientation-reversing cycle . Let "d\(pr .
As is orientation-reversing, is connected. The surface *N(P)!*N(Q)LP I !Q I consist of 2 ) " "#2 disks. Of these disks, 2 ) " " lie in the same component of P!Q I as Q K , while the last two disks, E I and E I , lie in the 3-ball component. Let be the cycle in which bounds E I . It is constructed from by removing from every pair of parallel edges in the one which does not lie in *E I . For each vertex i3 , the cycle contains both i > and i \ . Hence, it contains as many positive as negative vertices. According to Lemma 3.2, " """ "/2"1. But then G . contains only one vertex, which means w(k ? )"1. Then the winding number of k ? is odd, too, and hence k ? has only one component while k has two. But this is impossible as the two links have homeomorphic complements in S. )
This implies
i.e. e ? and e @ are the only negative edges in , and they are equidistant. ) LEMMA 3.5.¸et be an orientation-preserving cycle in G . with an even number of edges, which bounds a disk in P!Q and contains exactly two equidistant negative edges. ¹hen contains only these two edges.
Proof. has two components and . Let E be the disk in P!Q with boundary . Then
where *E I G lies in G . As in Lemma 3.3, let be the cycle in which bounds E I . As contains exactly two negative edges, so does . Therefore, contains exactly " "/2 positive and " "/2 negative vertices. According to Lemma 3.2, " """ ""2. In this specific situation, all positive vertices are successive in . Hence, the boundary of the glued-in disk runs first " "/2 times across the handle R and after that " "/2 times across the handle R , as shown in Fig. 2. ) LEMMA 3.6. Suppose G .
contains a cycle which consists of two negative edges and bounds a face in P!Q. ¹hen there is a knot KLP with u
Proof. Let be this cycle and E the face in P!Q bounded by . As is orientationpreserving, pr\(E) consists of two faces E I and E I . Choose E I . Let L be the cycle which bounds E I ; see Fig. 3 . Let e > (e \ ) be the edge in which carries the labels A > and B > (A \ and B \ ) at its ends. In Q, the two edges in bound a disk D (which may not be a face of Q!P). Its covering pr\(D) consists of two disks D I > and D I \ in *N(Q), where
F"e \ ;ILQ; I"N(Q). is a (possibly twisted and knotted) Mo¨bius strip, whose boundary is homotopic to k in N(k). Let K be the core of M. Then k is a torus knot in N(K) with u , ) (k)"2. As *M intersects Q in two points, K does so in only one point. Hence u » (K)"1. )
Proof of ¹heorem 0.1. Suppose P(k, ):P for some O . As the winding number is nonzero, k is not included in a 3-ball. Hence, we can construct the graphs G .
LP K :P and G / LQ K :P such that G / contains exactly two vertices. According to Lemma 3.3, G . contains an orientation-preserving cycle. Choose an innermost cycle of these, say . Suppose contains only positive edges. Then it is a Scharlemann cycle. Its covering LG I . consists of two cycles and which are Scharlemann cycles as well and bound disks in the 3-ball component of P!Q I . According to Lemma 3.1, " """ "*2. But this has been shown to be impossible, see the remark following Definition 2.3. Hence, contains at least one negative edge.
Lemma 3.4 asserts that contains an even number of edges, among which there are exactly two negative ones that lie opposite to each other. Then Lemma 3.5 implies that contains only these two negative edges. According to Lemma 3.6, k is a torus knot with winding number 2 in a neighbourhood of a knot K with u » (K)"1. Then the covering K K of this new knot has only one component.
If K I is nontrivial, then S!K I and along with it P!K is boundary-incompressible. Hence, k is a satellite knot with companion K. According to Proposition 1.2, P(K, ): / P for all O . Then Proposition 1.5 implies P(K, ): / P for all O .
If K I is the trivial knot, the covering k of k is the torus link ¹ L for some n39. As k is null-homologous, so is every L*N(k). Therefore, the covering pr ? : S(k , J )PP(k, ):P is unbranched as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. Then S(k , J ):S. Let J G be a meridian and G a longitude of the component k G of k , where i"1, 2. Then J consists of two curves J G "r G J G #s G G L*N(k G ) where i"1, 2. As J is mapped to J , J to J and to by the covering transformation, we have r "r "r and s "s "s. The linking number of k and k is equal to 2n ) 2/2"n. Then is homologous to n J and to n J . Hence,
which is equivalent to r!(sn)"$1. As r, s and n are integers, this implies r!sn"$1 and r#sn"$1 and therefore sn3+!1, 0, 1,. As O and therefore J O J # J , we have sO0 and therefore n3+!1, 0, 1,. For n"$1, the link pr(¹ L )LP has two components and hence cannot be k. For n"0, each of the two components of ¹ L bounds a disk D G in S!¹ L . The disks can be chosen to be invariant under the covering transformation. Hence, the knot pr(¹ )LP bounds a disk pr(D 6D ) in P!pr(¹ ) and is therefore the trivial knot which is included in a 3-ball. But this knot has winding number 0 and hence cannot be k either. Thus, we get a contradiction in both cases.
